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Abst ract - -The  goal of this paper is to obtain optimal first order bounds for absolute and relative 
errors of unitary and Hermitian factors of some commonly used matrix factorizations. We have chosen 
the strong derivative calculus approach and we have expressed the factors as a differentiable function 
of the data but since these expressions define the functions implicitly, the inverse function theorem 
plays a central role in finding the Jacobian matrix. Then, first order bounds are deduced by means 
of the mean value theorem for the derivatives. We either improve or generalize some of the bounds 
proposed by Bhatia [1], Stewart [2], and Sun [3]. 
Keywords- - -Cho lesky  factor, QR factorization, Submanifold, Strong derivative, Error bounds. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The papers  l isted in the references deal with first order bounds for classical complex matr ix  
factorizations. We can show that  the factors are differentiable functions of the data  matr ix  A. 
By means of the computat ion  of their first strong derivative, we can thus obta in  opt imal  first order 
bounds for the absolute error. From these, a relative first order error bound may be deduced. 
Throughout  he whole paper,  we differentiate in the real sense. So complex matr ices are t reated 
as functions of real variables. When uni tary  matr ices are concerned, differentiation will take 
place in some conw~nient manifold. The factors are usual ly defined impl ic it ly and derivatives will 
be deduced from the inverse function theorem and after some algebraic more or less sophist icated 
manipulat ions  we compute a fine est imate of the norm of the strong derivative. Notat ions are 
the following: C n×rn is the space of n x m complex matrices, II " liE denotes the Frobenius norm, 
]]AIIF v~A A),  and for a l inear map T from C nxm to C qXp, we consider the subord inated 
norm, ]]TIIF, F = maxllXllv=l ][T(X)]IF. 
2. THE POLAR FACTORIZAT ION 
Let us recall the case of the posit ive definite Hermit ian square root of a posit ive definite 
Hermit ian  (h.p.d.) complex matr ix  A. Let U be a uni tary  matr ix  such that  A = U*AU is a 
str ict ly  posit ive real diagonal matr ix.  If S = Uv~U* ,  then S is the unique pdh matr ix  such 
that  S 2 --- A. We write Herm for the l inear subspace of the rea l  l inear space C "xn,  formed by 
Hermit ian  matrices. Hence, d ima C nxn -- 2n 2 and dimR Herm = n 2. Let us consider the function 
F : Herm --+ Herin defined by S ~ F (S)  = S 2, whose strong derivative is given by DF(S)  : 
Herin --* Herm, M ~-+ SM + MS.  The spectrum of this l inear map is sp(DF(S) )  = sp(S)  + sp(S) 
and since A is inw~rtible, so is S. Hence, 0 ~ sp(S) c]0,  +oo) and DF(S)  is invertible. Let be 
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W E Herm and M = DF(S) - I .W.  Let us set M = (fn~j) = U*MU and A = diag(/fl , . . .  ,~fn). 
Then U*WU = U*SUU*MU + U*MUU*SU = v~l~I  + ~Iv/-~ = ((v~i + V~)(n i j )  and 
IIWIIF = IIU*WUIIF : i~  (v~i -~- "v/~j) 2 mi,j-2>_ 2~I IM I IF ,  
so that IIDF(S)-I.WIIF < (1/2) II~II211WIIF. If Dt has zeros everywhere except for a 1 in po- 
sition (~, g), then with W = UDtU* the inequality becomes equality and we get [IDF(S) -1 [[F,F : 
(1 /2 )~H2.  This implies that in some neighborhood ~)A of A in the space Herm, there ex- 
ists a differentiable map S : VA C Herm --* Herm such that S(A) = S and for all :1 E 1)A, 
F(S(:1)) = :1. Finally, for [1:1 - AIIF small enough, 
s(,) s(,)l,< 
But IIAIIF < IISII21ISlIF = IISlIF IIX/]]-~-~, so we have shown the following ]emma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A and :1 be two h.p.d, matrices. Let S and S be their h.p.d, square roots. 
Then, ~or I1:i - AIIF small enough, 
S-S  F 
IISlIF 
<1~.  :1-A F iI-A'~ +o ( :1- A 2). 
We remark that the strong derivative of S at A is given by DS(A) : M E Herm ~-* DF(S(A) )  -1 
.M e Herin and that we have established the equality IIDS(A)IIF, F = (1 /2 )~,  which looks 
like the derivative of the elementary square root function. 
We can now consider the perturbation of the polar factorisation. Integers n and m are such 
that n _> m > 0. Let A have rank m and A = QN be its polar factorization, i.e., Q E C nxra is a 
unitary n x m matrix and N is an m x m h.p.d, matrix. We realize that N = S(A*A). We shall 
prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A and :1 be two matrices in C nxra of rank m. Let A = QN and :1 = QN 
their polar factorizations. Then, for [[:1 - AIIF small enough, 
IIg[If <-- IIAIIF 
PROOF. Since N is the h.p.d, square root of A*A, then DN(A) .M = DS(A*A) . (M*A + A 'M) .  
If we put P = DN(A) .M,  then NP + PN = M* A + A* M,  i.e., N(P-Q*  M)  + (P -  M*Q)N = O. 
Hence, P-Q*M belongs to the kernel of the real linear map X E C ra×ra ~-* NX + X*N E Herm. 
So P - Q*M E N-l[SHerm],  where SHerm denotes the real subspace of the real space C ra×ra 
formed by skew-Hermitian matrices. Thus, there exists B E SHerm such that P = Q*M + N-1B.  
But then P* = P = M*Q - BN -1, and hence, Q*M - M*Q = - (BN -1 + N-1B) .  Let U be a 
unitary matrix diagonalizing N -1. We set E = diag(el , . . . ,  ern) = U*N- IU ,  C = (cij) = U*BU, 
K = (kij) = U*Q*MU, and U*PU = 0r~j). We get K-K*  = - (CE+EC)  and c O = 
- (1 / (e i+e j )  (k~j-kj , ) .  From U*PU = K+EC,  we deduce r~j = (ej/(e,+ej) )k, j+(e,/(e,+ej) )kj~. 
Hence, 
I~j l  2 = ~ Ik~jl 2 + Ikj~I 2 + (~ + ~)2 
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and 
I.~1 ~ < ~ Ik~l ~ + \ ~ j  Ik,jI ~ +2 Ik~jIIkj~l. 
- (~  + ~)~ 
For i ¢ j ,  we obtain 
- \e~+e3/  Ik~312+ ~ Ik3~12+2 Ik~jllkj~l (~i + ej) 2 
+ e, ik,ji2 + Ikj~le + 2(e~ + ej)2 Ikijl Ikj, I 
~i£j = Ik~l 2 -2  ~ J  Ik~yl 2+lk~l  2 -2  ~J  I~1 ~+~ Ik~jIIkj~l (e~ + ej) ~ (e~ + e~) ~ (e~ + e~) ~ 
-- Ik~jI 2 + Ikj~l e - 2 e,ej (~ + ~)~ (Ik~yl - Ikj~l) e _< Ik~jI e + Ik3~l:, 
which implies 
I~r~l 2 < :~--~'~ I k~l 2. 
i,j i,j 
i~j i#j 
On the other hand, tr~l 2 = (Real(ki~)) 2 < Ik~l 2, where Real(z) is the real part of the complex 
number z. We have thus proved the bound IIPIIF = IIU*PUIIF <- IIKIIF = IIQ*MIIF < IIMIIP 
which implies that IIDN(A)IIF, F < 1. Since IIAIIF = IINIIF, the theorem is proved. I 
In order to study the perturbation on the unitary factor, we seek for a differentiable function Q 
defined in some neighborhood VA of A and such that Q(A) = Q. For this purpose, we suggest 
using some tools of Differential Calculus on Manifolds. We begin with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. The set of  all complex n x m unitary matrices is a real differentiable C ~ submanifold 
in C nxm with real codimension m 2. 
PROOF. We consider the map ~ : C nxm ~ C m×m defined by M ~ M*M - In ,  where Im is the 
identity of order m. It is clear that ~-1(0) = {U E C n×m : U is unitary} and also that qo is a 
C °o function. Let us show that for Q E ~-1(0) the strong derivative D~(Q)  : C n×m ~ C re×m, 
M ~-* M*Q + Q*M has rank m 2. Since for all M E C ~×m, D~(Q) .M is Hermitian, we have 
that dimR Im[D~(Q)] < m 2. But we can also prove that Ker D~(Q)  contains at the same time 
[KerQ*] "~ and Q[SHerm] : For all matrix M c [KerQ*] m, Q*M = 0 as well as M'Q;  and 
for all matrix M E Q[SHerm], we have Q*M E SHerm, so Q*M + M*Q = 0. Moreover, if 
M E [Ker Q.]m N Q[SHerm], then each column of M belongs at the same time to the image space 
of Q and to the kernel of Q* which is the orthogonal complement of the image space of Q. And 
this implies that M = 0. Thus, dim~([Ker Q,]m + Q[SHerm]) = dimR[Ker Q,]m + dimR SHerm _< 
dimRKer[Dqo(Q)]. Finally, dimR[KerQ*] m = 2(n -  m)m and d imaSHerm = m 2 which imply 
that dim~ Im[Dq0(Q)] > 2nm - 2(n - m)m - m 2 = m 2. I 
I f  Q E ~-1(0) is the unitary factor of the polar factorization of A, then there exists an open 
neighborhood ~Y of 0 in R (2n-re)m, an open neighborhood O of Q in C nxm and a one-to-one 
differentiable function (i.e., a coordinate system) f : W --* C ~xm such that 
/ (0)  = Q, (1) 
/ (w)  = : -1(0) n o,  (2) 
dimR Im[DI (X) ]  = (2n - re)m, for all X e W, (3) 
f -1  : f (W)  ---* W is continuous. (4) 
Let G : q0-1(0) × Herm --* C nxm be the function defined by G(Q, N) = QN which is a Coo map. 
In a neighborhood of (0, N),  we set G(X,N)  = f (X)N .  Its strong derivative at (0, N) is 
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DG(O, N).(Y,  V) = [Df(O).Y]N + QV, since 1(0) = Q. We shall prove that DG(0, N) is in- 
vertible. Choose (Y, V) E Ker[DG(0, N)]. Then, [Df(O).Y]N + QV = 0. But the relationship 
f(x)*f(X) = Ira implies that for all Y ~ R (~n-m)ra, [Df(O).Y]*Q + Q*[Df(O).Y] = O, so 
VN -~ + N-~V = 0, and hence, VN + NV = 0, where N is h.p.d, and V ~ Herm. We conclude 
that V = 0, so Df(O) .Y  = 0 since Df(O) is one-to-one. Hence, Y = 0. 
The Inverse Function Theorem applied to G gives the existence of functions N : ])A --* 
Herin and X : 1)A --~ W C R (2n-m)ra. They are C °° functions and verify, for all .4 ~ ])A, 
(~(X(A),N(A))  = /i. Let us set Q = f o X. Then Q(A) = Q. For i ~ C nxra, we 
put P = DX(A) .M,  S = Df(O).[DX(A).M] and T = DN(A) .M.  Then SN + QT = M,  
Q 'S+ S*Q = O, MN -~ - QTN -~ = S, Q*MN -x - TN -1 = Q 'S ,  N -1M * - N -~T*Q * = S*, 
and N-~M*Q-  N-XT  * = S*Q. But T* = T, soTN -~ + N-1T  = Q*MN -~ + N-1M*Q.  
Let A = diag(/f~,...,/fra) be unitarily similar to A*A by means of U, i.e., U*N2U = A with 
U*U = Ira. We set e3 =/f~ -~ and we define U*Q*SU = (aij), U*Q*MU = (#i3) and W = (wij) = 
U*TU, which is Hermitian. Then, WA -1/2 + A-V2W = U*Q*MUA -~/2 + A-1/2(U*Q*MU) * 
and we have 
m~v~ + ~v~ 
~'~ = v~+ v~7 
On the other hand, U*Q*SU = U*Q*MUA -~/2 - WA -U2 means that 
~ v~v~ - 
~,~ = , , J v~7-  v~ + v~ ~'~ - ~/~ + v~7 ~'  = 
vqTv~ 
v~+ v~7 
1 
(mj - ~ , )  - v~, + v~ (''~ - p~')" 
So 2 
IIQ*SI[~ = ~.. V~i -~ V/~ 1#0 - #j,I -< 4 m in/i----~ [ IQ'M - M*QII2F' 
Z, 3 
hence, IIQ*SlIF -< I IN -211~/~l lg l IF  = IIN-111211MlIF • 
I f  A is a square matrix, the previous inequality shows that IIDQ(A)IIF, F <- HA-11I~. If m < n, 
we can complete Q with a unitary matrix Q0 E C n×(n-m) such that (Q, Q0) is a unitary square 
matrix in C n. We realize that QQ* is the orthogonal projection onto the image space of A 
and QoQ~ = I -QQ* .  We know that for all matrix Z with n rows, Z = QQ*Z+QoQ~Z,  z*z  = 
Z*QQ*Z + Z*QoQ~Z, IIZll~ -- tr((Q*Z)*(Q*Z)) + tr((Q~Z)*(Q~Z)) = IIQ*Zli~ + IIQ$ZII~. 
Since Q~S = Q~MN -1, we get IIQSSlIF <_ IIN-1112HMlIF, hence, IISll~ -- IIQ*Sll~ + IIQ~Sll~ _< 
211N-211211Mll~, i.e., IIDQ(A)IIF.F <_ v~llN-111~. Since the rank of A s C nxra is equal to m, its 
Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse is given by A' = (A*A) - IA  * and we adopt the following definition 
for the condition number relative to inversion: a~(A) = IIall211A'll2. Then, as(A) = as(N)  = 
IINll~lIN-lll2, because [[All2 -- IINll2. We have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A and A be two complex matrices. Let A = QN and A = Of~ be their polar 
factorizations. Then ff [I ~ - A[[F is small enough, 
Q-Q F <7/~2(A)" A-A  F +O(  A -A  ; )  
- HAH2 ' 
where ~/= 1 i f  m = n, and 71 = v~ if m < n. 
3. THE QR FACTORIZAT ION 
We begin by some well-known results on Cholesky factorization. All linear spaces are on the 
real field R. Let us denote by Urd the subspace of C n×n formed by uppertriangular complex 
matrices with real diagonal coefficients. If A is a complex h.p.d, matrix, then there exists a 
unique matrix C E Urd with positive diagonal coefficients uch that A = C*C. We shall call C 
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the Cholesky factor of A. We recall that dim~ Urd -- dimR Herm = n 2. We consider the function 
F : Urd --* Herm defined by C ~-~ C*C which is differentiable in the real sense and whose strong 
derivative is given by DF(C)  : Urd --* Herm, M ~-~ C*M + M*C. If C is invertible, then DF(C)  
is invertible. In fact, if M E Ker[DF(C)], then C*M = -M 'C ,  hence, MC -1 = -C -*M*  so 
that MC -1 is a skewsymmetric matrix, lowertriangular with real diagonal coefficients, hence, the 
null matrix. Let us compute a subordinate Frobenius norm bound for DF(C)  -1. For all M E 
Vrd, one has l IMe -1 Jr C-*M*I[F ~_ x/~I[MC-1I[F ~_ V~([IM[[F)/([ICN2), because the diagonal 
coefficients of MC -1 and C-*M* are both real and equal. Moreover, ][MC -1 Jr C-*M*IIF < 
]]C-1[[2[IDF(C).MHF , so [[DF(C)-II[F,F ~_ (1/v/-2)[[C-1[]2t]C[[ 2. But ][AI[F _~ ][CI[2[[C]]F. We 
have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A and .4 be two h.p.d, complex matrices with Cholesky factors C and C, 
respectively. Then, for [[.~- All f small enough, 
C -C  F ~2(A) "4 -A  F +O(A-A  ~)  
[]C[[F <- ~ I[A[[F 
We remark that the strong derivative of the Cholesky factor function C in A is defined by 
DC(A)  : M E Herm H DF(C(A) ) - I .M  E Urd. The previous results will be applied to the 
perturbations of tile QR factorization of a rectangular complex matrix with full column rank. 
As before, n and m are two integer numbers such that n > m > 0. We deal here with the 
QR factorization of a matrix A E C nxm with rank m. It is well known that there exists a 
unitary matrix Q Ei C n×m and an upper triangular matrix R E C m×m with positive real diagonal 
coefficients uch that A = QR. The condition number of A, in terms of the Moore-Penrose 
pseudo-inverse, verifies ~2(A) = IIAII21IA'[I2 = ~2(R) = IIRII2IIR-1I[2. We remark that R is the 
Cholesky factor of A'A:  R = C(A*A). In a neighborhood VA of A, we can define the function 
R(A) -- C(.~*-~) and we get DR(A)  = DC(A*A) o D[A*A](A). If we put P = DR(A) .M,  then 
P E Urd and R*P 4. P*R --- A*M Jr M*A. If we multiply by R-*  on the left and by R -1 on 
the right, we get PR -1 4- R-*P* = R-*A*MR -1 4. R -*M*AR -1 = Q 'MR -1 Jr R -*M*Q and 
hence v~(IIPIIF)/([IR[]2) <_ 2IIM[IFI[R-1][2 from which we get IIDR(A)I[F,F <_ v~2(R). We 
conclude that if -~ = Q/~ is the QR factorization of a full column rank matrix A in VA, then 
t[[~ - RIlE <_ v~2(R) I I .4  - AIIF 4- O(]],4 - Alia). We have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A and A be two full column rank matrices in C ~×m with QR factoriza- 
tions A = QR and fl = Q[~, respectively. Then, for [[2, _ AIIF small enough, 
( ) 
In order to study the perturbations of the unitary factor, we proceed as in the case of the 
polar factorization, where we have introduced functions ~ and f which are recovered here in 
the following way: G : ~-1(0) x Vrd --* C n×m, (Q,/~) ~-~ Q/~. and G : )IV x Vrd --* C nXm, 
(X, R) ~-~ f(X)f~. They are both C °° functions. The strong derivative of G at (0, R) is DG(0, R) : 
R (2n-'n)m x Urd --~ C nxm, (Is, S) ~-~ [Df(O).Y]R ÷ QS, since f(0) -- Q. It can be shown that 
DG(0, R) is invertible in the same way as it was done for DG(0, N) in the case of the polar 
factorization. The Inverse Function Theorem applied to G gives the existence of C °° functions 
R :  ~A --* Urd and X : YA "" ~V C R (2'~-m)m such that for all A E )2A, G(X(A),R( ,~))  = Ao 
Hwe set q = foX ,  then Q(A) = Q. For M E CnXm~ we set Y = DX(A) .M.  Then, 
DQ(A) .M = Df(O).Y. But f (X )* f (X)  =Im in a neighborhood of 0, so, [Df(O).Y]*Q + 
Q* [Df(O).Y] = O. Hence, DQ(A) .M = MR -1 -QSR -1, where S E Urd verifies SR- I  ÷R- .S .  = 
Q 'MR -~ ~- R-*~¢*Q. Since SR -1 e Urd, we have SR -~ = Sutp[Q*MR -1 + R-*M*Q] + 
AM[ q:5-[~ 
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(1/2)Dp[Q*MR -1 + R-*M*Q], where Sutp[Z] and Dp[Z] denote the strict upper triangular part 
and the diagonal part of a square matrix Z, respectively. Also, Q*[DQ(A).M] = Q 'MR -1 - 
SR -1. Let us set (aij) -~ Q*[DQ(A).M], (~ij) = Q 'MR -1 and (Vii) = SR -1. Then, Vii is the 
real part of the complex number/?ii and 
I 
-Bj i ,  i f j  > i, 
aij = t3ii -V i i  = vf~Imag(/3ii),  i f j  = i ,  
13ij, if j < i, 
where Imag(z) denotes the imaginary part of a complex number z. Hence, 
[[Q*[DQ(A).M][12F < 2 [~ij[ 2 + [Bii[ 2 < 2 IIQ MR [[F -< 2 [[R-I[[~ [[M[[ 2 , 
i , j=l  i=1  
j<i 
since [[Q[[2 = 1. So, if A is a square matrix, then [[DQ(A)[[F,F <_ v~l[R-l[[2. But if m < n, we 
need to introduce the unitary matrix Q0 which was used in the case of the polar factorization. 
This time we get Q~[DQ(A).M] = Q~MR -1, so []Q~[DQ(A).M][[F < [[R-1H2][M[[F, and 
[[DQ(A).M[[2F = ][Q*[DQ(A).M][[2F [[Q~[DQ(A).M]]]2F < 3 [[R-I[[~ [[M[[~-. 
Hence, if m < n, ]]DQ(A)]]F,F < v liR-xll2. What we have done and the relationships IIRII2 = 
[[A[[2, []R-I[[ 2 -- [[(A*A)-I[[2, and [[AHF <: ][R[[2HQ[[F prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A and A be two matrices in C nxm with rank m and QR factorizations A = 
QR and .4 = Q[~, respectively. Then, for [[.4 - A[[F small enough, 
Q-Q <Ta~(A) .4 -A  y+O( -4 -A  2 )  
F -- I[A]I2 
where T = v~ if m = n, and T = ~ if m < n. 
4. F INAL REMARKS AND B IBL IOGRAPHICAL  COMMENTS 
We have given in this paper first order error bounds for the polar and QR complex factorization 
of rectangular full column rank matrices. We have generalized some of the results presented in [1] 
for square matrices. We have preferred Euclidean and Frobenius matrix norms. The first one is 
only used for computing the generalized condition number elative to inversion, using the Moore- 
Penrose pseudo-inverse. The second one is easily machine-computable and has the advantage of 
being unitarily invariant, although it is not a subordinated one. Our results can be compared to 
those of Bhatia [1], Stewart [2], and Sun [3] in the following terms: 
(a) Theorem 2.2 improves on Corollary 4.1. of Bhatia where the following bound is proposed 
N-N F_<( I+a2(A) )  A -A  F ;) 
(b) Theorem 2.4 generalizes the above cited corollary to the case of rectangular full column 
rank matrices. 
(c) Theorem 3.3 is stronger than Stewart and Sun results and generalizes Corollary 4.2 of 
Bhatia to the case of rectangular full column rank matrices. 
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